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education is then training in some branch of arts, science, admin-
istration, etc. It is not a money privilege. There are adequate
facilities for pursuing general culture, for those who do not
go to the university as well as for those who do.
There are no universities which are regarded as finishing
schools for the sons and daughters of the rich. The purpose of
the university in the ILS.S.R. is to train worker leaders of the
worker class, with an emphasis on worker. This emphasis, how-
ever, does not exclude culture. There are institutes for music,
art, drama, and dancing. So great is the demand for arts-workers
of all kinds that many students are accepted in the institutes
whose abilities in no way justify their training. Philosophy is
studied at the Communist Academy. There are probably more
research institutes at the present time in the U.S.S.R. than in
any other country. If a man can show that he has an idea which
might be useful to the country—and it is by no means difficult
to convince the authorities of this—he will be given workers,
an institute, equipment, and apparatus, and will be told to
proceed. Nor are results expected immediately. He will have
sufficient time for his experiments and research.
As the Soviet university is a place to which people coine to
work, there is a new atmosphere about it very different from
that which one meets in other countries. There is a seriousness,
an eagerness, a purposiveness, and an awareness about the
students that is very striking. They have absolute faith in the
future, in their own ability to " remould the world nearer to the
heart's desire/' in their case a Communist desire. It is an exhil-
arating experience to spend some time with the student youth
of Soviet Russia. On first going into a university, one still
receives rather the impression of a factory. The men and women
are still poorly dressed by our standards.1 There is no feeling
of spaciousness and little of leisure. There is an absence of tfae
amenities and graciousness which we associate particularly with
otor older universities. The hostels are as unlike the stede&ts*
quarters in oor universities as they could well be* None of this
1 This is improving rapidly—January 1936,

